Books on Display at the Jonathan Edwards Library
Bibliographic List
Compiled by Andrea Robare, MSIS

Note: All books on this list can be checked out of the library.

Local Cookbooks

*Canyon Ranch Cooking: Bringing the Spa Home*
Jones, Jeanne
TX714.J6497 1998

*The Red Lion Inn Cookbook*
Chase, Suzi Forbes
TX715.2.N48 C44 1992

*Cooking in the Shaker Spirit*
Haller, James with Jeffrey Paige
TX715 .H182 1990

*The Shaker Cookbook: Recipes and Lore from the Valley of God’s Pleasure*
Piercy, Caroline B.
TX715 .P62 1984

*Shaker Recipes and Formulas for Cooks and Homemakers*
Lassiter, William Lawrence, illustrations by Constantine Kermes
TX715 .L348 1978

*Best Recipes of Berkshire Chefs*
Jacobs, Miriam; forward by Ruth Adams Bronz
TX715 .J218 1993

*Berkshire Victuals*
Cook, Janet Pearce
TX 715.2 N48 B47 1993

*The Kripalu Cookbook: Gourmet Vegetarian Recipes*
Levitt, Atma Jo Ann
TX 837 L467 1995

*New England Cooking: Seasons & Celebrations*
Hopley, Claire
TX715.2.N48H664 2001

*New England*
Stevens, Molly
TX715.2.N48S75 2000
America’s Founding Food: The Story of New England Cooking
Stavely, Keith W.F.
TX715.2.N48S743 2004

The L.L. Bean Book of New New England Cookery
Jones, Judith and Evan; illustrations by Lauren Jarrett
TX715 .J775 1987

Cooking with Shelburne Farms: Food and Stories from Vermont
Pasanen, Melissa with Rick Gencarelli

The Original Boston Cooking-School Cook Book, 1896
Farmer, Fannie Merritt
TX715 F234 1996

The Boston Homegrown Cookbook: Local Food, Local Restaurants, Local Recipes
Belanger, Leigh; photographs by Margaret Belanger
TX715.2.N48B45 2012

Food History

Home on the Range: A Culinary History of the American West
Luchetti, Cathy
TX715 .L93 1993

Fifty Foods that Changed the Course of History
Price, Bill
TX353.P75 2014

The Founders of American Cuisine: Seven Cookbook Authors, with Historical Recipes
Haff, Harry
TX715.H1238 2011

Kitchen Science

An Introduction to the Physics and Chemistry of Baking
Dean, K.J.; N.E Edwards and C.A. Russell
TX683 .D4 1968

The Cook’s Problem Solver
Kowtaluk, Helen
TX651 .K68 1983
Cooked: A Natural History of Transformation
Pollan, Michael
TX652.P646 2013

What Einstein Told his Cook: Kitchen Science Explained
Wolke, Robert L., Recipes by Marlene Parrish
TX652.W643 2002

Mouthfeel: How Texture Makes Taste
Mouritsen, Ole G. and Klavs Styrbæk; translated and adapted by Mariela Johansen
TX715.C752 2016

Ingredients: A Visual Exploration of 75 Additives & 25 Food Products
Eschliman, Dwight (photographer) and Steve Ettlinger (text)
TX553.A3E83 2015

Good Eats: The Early Years
Brown, Alton
TX651.B727 2009

The Complete America’s Test Kitchen TV show Cookbook, 2001-2017
America’s Test Kitchen editors; Photography by Carl Tremblay, Keller + Keller, and Daniel J. Van Ackere
TX715.C752 2016

Red Hot! A Cook’s Encyclopedia of Fire and Spice
Fleetwood, Jenni
TX651.F45 2007

Salt & Pepper: 135 Perfectly Seasoned Recipes
Jordan, Michele Anna
TX819.P3 J67 1999

Grilling and Outdoor Cooking

The Japanese Grill: From Classic Yakitori to Steak, Seafood, and Vegetables
Ono, Tadashi, and Harris Salat
TX724.5.J3O56 2011

The Firehouse Grilling Cookbook: 150 Great Grilling Recipes Plus Safety Tips
Bonanno, Jr., Joseph T.
TX840.B3 B58 1998

Cooking for Camp and Trail
Bunnell, Hasse, with Shirley Sarvis
TX823 .B84
The All Outdoors Cookbook
McMorris, Bill and Jo
TX823 .M275

The Complete Outdoor Cookbook
Tarr, Yvonne Young
TX823 .T37

The Solar Cookery Book: Everything under the Sun
Halacy, Beth and Dan
TX652 .H32

Recreational Vehicle Cookbook
Dawson, Charlotte
TX840.M6 D32

Fish, Game, and Seafood

Wild Fish & Game Cookbook
Manikowski, John; photography by Zeva Oelbaum
TX751 .M33 1997

The Game and Fish Menu Cookbook: A Country Collection
Manion, Timothy E.; illustrations by Sharon Anderson
TX747 .M255 1987

Gray’s Wild Game Cookbook: A Menu Cookbook
Gray, Rebecca, Cintra Reeve, photography by Frank Foster; watercolors by Thomas Aquinas Daly
TX715 .G72 1983

The L.L. Bean Game and Fish Cookbook
Cameron, Angus, Judith Jones; illustrations by Bill Elliott
TX751 .C27 1983

The Great Cooks’ Guide to Fish Cookery: America’s Leading Food Authorities Share Their Home-Tested Recipes and Expertise on Cooking Equipment and Techniques
No Author Given
TX747 .G77

Fish Without a Doubt: The Cook’s Essential Companion
Moonen, Rick, Roy Finamore; photographs by Ben Fink
TX747.M66 2008

Stalking the Blue-Eyed Scallop
Gibbons, Euell, illustrations Catherine R. Hammond
TX387 .G5
**Kevin Graham’s Fish and Seafood Cookbook: body Conscience Cuisine**
Graham, Kevin, Terri Landry, photographs by Louis B. Wallach
OVERSIZE TX747 .G68 1993

**Festive Seafood Cookery**
Beilenson, Edna; decorations by Maggie Jarvis
TX747 .B38

**Cooking and Entertaining on Water**

*Food at Sea: Shipboard Cuisine from Ancient to Modern Times*
Spalding, Simon
TX840.M7567 2015

*Feasts Afloat: 150 Recipes for Great Meals from Small Places*
Thompson, Jennifer Trainer; Elizabeth Wheeler
TX840.M7T46 2000

*The Mariner’s Cookbook: or, How to Cook on a Boat & Enjoy it*
Woodward, Nancy Hyden
TX840.M7 W6

**Smoking**

*Home Book of Smoke Cooking Meat, Fish & Game*
Sleight, Jack, and Raymond Hull; sketches by Jack Sleight
TX609 .S54 1977

*The Smoked-Foods Recipe Book*
Sleight, Jack
TX835 .S56

**Alcohol Free Cooking & Entertaining**

*The Sober Kitchen: Recipes and Advice for a Lifetime of Sobriety*
Scott, Liz
TX714.S3925 2003

*Entertaining Without Alcohol: For Business and Pleasure: A Guide for Today’s Health-Conscience Host and Hostess in a Fitness-Minded World*
Crouch, Dorothy
TX815 .C76 1985
Side Dishes and Appetizers

*Soups & Salads for Spring & Summer Days: Kid-Pleasing Recipes*
Fosburg, Liza
TX757F668 2002

*All Wrapped Up: Pitas, Fajitas, and Other Sweet and Savory Roll Ups*
Brown, Ellen
TX836.B76 1998

*Pasta Salads!*
Meyer, Susan Janine
TX809.M17 M49 1986

*Most Loved Appetizers*
Paré, Jean
TX40.P36 2003

*Fingerfood: Best-Ever Small Food Recipes*
No Author Given
TX837.D456 2003

Vegetables and Fruits

*Vegetable Literacy: Cooking and Gardening with Twelve Families from the Edible Plant Kingdom, with over 300 Deliciously Simple Recipes*
Madison, Deborah; photographs by Christopher Hirsheimer and Melissa Hamilton
TX801.M235 2013

*A Cook’s Guide to Asian Vegetables*
Hutton, Wendy
TX801.H89 2004

*America’s Best Vegetable Recipes: 666 Ways to Make Vegetables Irresistible: Selected and Tested by the Food Editors of Farm Journal*
Nichols, Nell B.
TX801.N47 1976

*The Market Fresh Cookbook*
Jennifer Olski, ed.
TX801.M28 2006

*Feasting Free on Wild Edibles: A One-volume Edition of Free for the Eating and More Free-for-the Eating Wild Foods*
Bradford, Angier
TX823.A48 1972
Garden’s Way Joy of Gardening Cookbook  
Ballantyne, Janet; Andrea Chesman; and Dottie Rankin  
TX801 .B27 1984

Chez Panisse Fruit  
Waters, Alice  
TX811.W32 2002

Schneider, Elizabeth; Illustrations by Soun Vannithone  
TX811 .S35 1986

Power Foods: 150 Delicious Recipes with the 38 Healthiest Ingredients  
Whole Living Magazine eds.  
TX741.P69 2010

Vegetarian Cooking

The Essential Vegetarian Cookbook  
Whitecap Books  
TX837.E87 2003

The Philosophy of Vegetarianism  
Dombrowski, Daniel A.  
TX392 .D65 1984

Get Fresh: Deliciously Different Vegetarian Dishes  
Denny, Roz  
OVERSIZE TX837.D456 2003

Vegan Cooking

Betty Goes Vegan: 500 Classic Recipes for the Modern Family  
Shannon, Annie & Dan  
TX837.S46172 2013

The Voluptuous Vegan: More Than 200 Sinfully Delicious Recipes for Meatless, Eggless, and Dairy-Free Meals  
Kornfield, Myra; George Minot; illustrations by Sheila Hamanaka  
TX837.K67 2000

Proctor, Reuben; Lars Thomsen  
TX392.P88513 2013
Mushrooms: Foraging and Cooking

*The Book of Fungi: A Life-Size Guide to Six Hundred Species from Around the World*
Roberts, Peter; Shelly Evans
QK603.R57 2011

*Shroom: Mind-Bendingly Good Recipes for Cultivated and Wild Mushrooms*
Selengut, Becky
TX804.S45 2014

*Mushrooms of North America in Color: A field Guide Companion to Seldom-Illustrated Fungi*
Bessette, Alan E.
QK 617 M84 1995

*Collins Guide to Mushrooms & Toadstools*
Lange, Morten; F. Bayard Hora
QK617 .L35 1975

*Celebrating the Wild Mushroom: A Passionate Quest*
Friedman, Sara Ann; illustrations by Diana Jacobs
QK617 .F75 1986

*The Mushroom Hunter’s Field Guide*
Smith, Alexander H.; Nancy Smith Weber
QK617 .S56 1980

Unusual & Curious Cookbooks

*Death Warmed Over: Funeral Food, Rituals, and Customs from Around the World*
Rogak, Lisa
TX725.A1R637 2004

*Medieval Cookery: Recipes & History*
Black, Maggie
TX717.B538 2003

*Tudor Cookery: Recipes & History*
Brears, Peter
TX705.B74 2003

*The Forgotten Art of Flower Cookery*
Smith, Leona Woodring
TX814.5.F5 S64

*Classics in the Kitchen: An Edible Anthology for the Literary Gourmet*
Aaberg, Jean Littlejohn and Judith Homme Bolduc
TX715 .A12
Lang’s Compendium of Culinary Nonsense and Trivia
Lang, George
TX353 .L33

Good to Eat: Riddles of Food and Culture
Harris, Marvin
GT2850 .H36 1985

The Ravenous Muse: A Table of Dark and Comic Contents, A Bacchanal of Books
Gordon, Karen Elizabeth
TX 357 .G576 1996
The following list of baking cookbooks are on display in the glass case on the first floor of the library. All books on display can be checked out of the library.

**Baking**

*Let Them Eat Cake: 140 Sinfully Rich Desserts...with a Fraction of the Fat*  
Purdy, Susan G.  
TX773.P986 1997

*Colette’s Cakes: The Art of Cake Decorating*  
Peters, Colette  
TX771 .P47 1991

*The Art of French pastry*  
Pfeiffer, Jacqy; Martha Rose Shulman; photographs by Paul Strabbing  
TX773.P468 2013

*The King Arthur Baker’s Companion: The All-Purpose Baking Cookbook*  
King Arthur Flour (Firm)  
TX765.K55 2003

*Baking in America: Traditional and Contemporary Favorites from the Past 200 Years*  
Patent, Greg  
TX765.P33 2002

*Pillsbury, Best of the Bake-Off Cookbook: 350 Recipes from America’s Favorite Cooking Contest*  
Pillsbury Company  
TX765 .P5195 1996

*Modern Art Desserts: Recipes for Cakes, Cookies, Confections, and Frozen Treats Based on Iconic Works of Art*  
Freeman, Caitlin; et al.  
TX799.F73 2013

*The Creative Art of Garnishing: More than 130 Exciting Ideas and Easy-to-Follow Instructions for Decorating Food*  
Stachowiak, Yvette  
TX652 .S72 1990

*The Ultimate Ice Cream Book: Over 500 Ice Creams, Sorbets, Granitas, Drinks, and More*  
Weinstein, Bruce  
X795.W45 1999

*The Ultimate Candy Book: More than 700 Quick and Easy, Soft and Chewy, Hard and Crunchy Sweets and Treats*  
Weinstein, Bruce  
TX791.W382 2000
Sweets: A History of Candy
Richardson, Tim
TX784.R53 2002

Delicious Diet Desserts: The Dessert Cookbook that Makes Dieting a Delight
Nuba, Hannah, Emil Nuba, etc.
TX773 .N8

Death by Chocolate: The Last Word on a Consuming Passion
Desaulniers, Marcel; photography by Michael Grand
TX767.C5 D47 1992

Pure Chocolate
Bigelow, Fran; Helene Siegel
TX767.C5B49 2004